
Small team = faster development

Specialities:
: project vision, keeping on track with partner sharing and end-to-

end automation goals
: project vision, MySQL support, analytic perspective

: project organization, Whizbang/Cloudbase
development, developers perspective

: code support for new data flows, MySQL, Whizbang
development

Other contributors:
Cloud Support Team
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Sniff it all: Maximize receiving capabilities within our viewing arc
Know it all: Survey enough to keep our finger on the pulse of the whole
environment
Collect it all: Maximize how many signals we can bring in the door
simultaneously
Process it all: Find the data in the signal
Exploit it all: Find the intelligence in the signal
Partner it all: Collaborate on techniques and share data with partners
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We have about 9100 signals in our view
In 2008, we were only processing maybe 100-140 of these
Director’s edict to “collect it all”
ASPHALT -> software modems processing low bit rate signals added a 300-
signal capability
STORMFORCE modems -> combination of hardware and software control
increase capacity from 4 signals to 40
TORUS antenna -> 12 receivers (feeds) in place of 1

Now we are at ~500, moving quickly towards 1,000
Over the next year, we anticipate collecting 3,000 signals simultaneously

When a resource comes available, which signal do you place on collection???
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Sniff it all: TORUS adds 12 new feeds to existing 20-some
Know it all: DARKQUEST COMSAT development automates survey to capture
all signals, at MHS, in a 2-week span.
Collect it all: Increased modem capacity with software (APLUS) &
STORMFORCE modems.
Process it all: Scale XKS, consider Deep Dive XKS, use MVR techniques such
as map/reduce and Cloudbase capabilities
Exploit it all: Query focused datasets - Analysis of data at scale means
automate, automate, automate.  This is the motivation for ELEGANTCHAOS.
Optimize automation to include: automate scoring of links based on current
analytical priorities, and feeding prioritized list back to survey tools including
DARKQUEST and modems.  Secondary goals: transparent process; flexible
scoring.
Partner it all: Collaborate on techniques and share data with partners.  Cloud
solution = TINT; XKS scaling = JCE.  First partner: GCHQ/Bude.
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TARMAC provides target activity, network space,
XKS provides target activity, network space, technologies
POPQUIZ provides malicious discovery across sessions using heuristic-type
approaches.

Flexibility in terms of
QFD’s: derived from XKS, SLR, Popquiz, etc.

Target activity
Technology
Geo-location

Questions: can combine QFDs
VPNs involving Ivory Coast?
Paired links carrying VOIP or VPN?
Malicious Activity on networks used by targets?

Experiment by doing
Will challenge current tasking methods, hopefully make them
easier ;-)
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This is a simplified view of the ELEGANTCHAOS machinery. Note: a key
component that is not shown is the feedback loop into collection.

1) SIGINT and enrichment data enters the system by being copied to the
Cloud servers.  This may take the form of a MAILORDER flow, a wget
grab, or a database file transfer from another system.

2) Data is processed.  Some data is processed through the SIGDEV Cloud
Stack, which formally validates/normalizes/tags the data.  All SIGINT data
goes through this process, as well as some of the enrichment data.  The
remaining enrichment data usually requires some minimal processing or
reformatting.

3) The results of step 2, whether pulled from the SIGDEV Cloud Stack via the
WhizBang map/reduce API, or copied from an external source, are stored
in Question Focused Datasets (QFDs). Some QFDs serve multiple analytic
interests, and some analytic interests require an intersection of QFDs to
evaluate.

4) ELEGANTCHAOS MySql code pulls analytical questions from a database,
queries the QFDs to find case notations satisfying each question, and
writes scores to another database.  These scoring databases at the heart
of EC populate the GUI.
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Don’t forget combinations (paired links with VPNs, VPNs with target IP
networks)
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Continual assessment of bearers helps to determine when a bearer becomes
less interesting, then it’d be possible to remove it from sustained collection.
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Important to remember, this is our attempt to best utilize
increasing capacity. Sits between sustained/CRN collection and
continual survey.

Provides ability to turn the dials on “hot topic” of the day.
Can adjust the length of time an event remains interesting and
affects prioritization.
Some Questions will always be run. TT hit, confirmed target
activity, , etc.
Maintains history, so progress can be tracked. Are there more
target hits, , paired VOIP signals, etc.
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Interface to ASPHALT is easy with the developers on site !! – CSV file with
required case notations FTP’d

Interface kludge into DRINKYBIRD – In-House network and tasking
management GUI
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•Correlated IRC Botnet Activity to ASR Intrusion set (IRGC-QF Ramazan
Corps Headquarters.)
•Discovered New Victims in Iraq and Iran

•Multiple targets associated with S2E tasked selectors
•Discovered New Infrastructure

•Engaged TAO for Vulnerability Assessment Evaluation
•Discovered potential C2, update and exfiltration nodes
•Evaluating 4th Party Collection Opportunities
•Tipped: SSG, S2E, NTOC-G, TAO CCNE, documented in CROSSBONES.
•No specific fingerprints highlight this as ASR activity

•Develop new “Infrastructure Agnostic” ASR fingerprints
•Use AES keys for decrypt and potential 4th party collection opportunity
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Is the enterprise considering SLR generation?
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